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Abstract
We study the irreducible quotient Lt,c of the polynomial representation of the rational Cherednik
algebra Ht,c(Sn, h) of type An−1 over an algebraically closed field of positive characteristic p where
p|n− 1. In the t = 0 case, for all c 6= 0 we give a complete description of the polynomials in the maximal
proper graded submodule kerB, the kernel of the contravariant form B, and subsequently find the Hilbert
series of the irreducible quotient L0,c. In the t = 1 case, we give a complete description of the polynomials
in kerB when the characteristic p = 2 and c is transcendental over F2, and compute the Hilbert series
of the irreducible quotient L1,c. In doing so, we prove a conjecture due to Etingof and Rains completely
for p = 2, and also for any t = 0 and n ≡ 1 (mod p). Furthermore, for t = 1, we prove a simple criterion
to determine whether a given polynomial f lies in kerB for all n = kp+ r with r and p fixed.
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1 Introduction
The main object of our study in the current paper is the rational Cherednik algebra of type An−1, which
we will denote by Ht,c(Sn, h) or simply by Ht,c(n). The Cherednik algebras, also known as Double Affine
Hecke Algebras (DAHA), were introduced by Cherednik in [Che93] as a tool in his proof of Macdonald’s
conjectures about orthogonal polynomials for root systems. Since then Cherednik algebras have appeared
in many different mathematical contexts and showed their independent significance. In particular, they are
directly linked with exactly solvable models in physics, especially quantum Calogero-Moser systems (see
[Eti07]), and quantum KZ equations (see [Che92]). In [Che05], Cherednik gives a more thorough exposition
of the applications of DAHA in various mathematical areas, such as harmonic analysis, topology, elliptic
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curve theory, Verlinde algebras, Kac-Moody algebras, and more. Another good source on general theory of
Cherednik algebras is [EM10].
Representation theory of rational Cherednik algebras over the fields of characteristic zero was well studied,
particularly in [Gor03] (in which the Hilbert series of irreducible representations is computed as well).
It is a topic of current research to understand the behaviour of irreducible representations of Cherednik
algebras in positive characteristic (for example see [BC13], [DS16], [DS+14]). Our work can be seen as a
follow up on the article [DS16]. In a similar fashion we restrict ourselves from the general rational Cherednik
algebra Ht,c(h, G), to the case where G = Sn, h is a reflection representation of Sn and c is generic, but
we also consider the case t = 0. In their paper Devadas and Sun have proven the formula for the Hilbert
polynomial of the irreducible quotient of the polynomial representation Lt,c(triv) for p|n. In our paper we
work on the next case n = kp+ 1. In this case we prove the formula for the Hilbert polynomial of Lt,c(triv)
for any pair (p, n) in the case t = 0 and for p = 2 in the case t = 1 and generic c. We also present Conjecture
1.11 due to Etingof and Rains for the Hilbert series in the general case n = kp+ r, which holds for all of the
cases that we, Devadas, and Sun have studied.
Conjecture (Etingof, Rains). Let n = kp + r, 0 ≤ r < p, [k]z =
1−zk
1−z , [k]z ! = [k]z[k − 1]z · · · [1]z,
Qr(n, z) =
(
n−1
r−1
)
zr+1 +
∑r
i=0
(
n−r−2+i
i
)
zi, and c be generic. The Hilbert series for Lt,c is of the form
hL0,c(z) = [r]z ![p]zQr(n, z) and hL1,c(z) = [p]
n−1
z [r]zp ![p]zp !Qr (n, z
p) .
Note that hL1,c(z) = [p]
n−1
z h0 (z
p), which is discussed in [BC13].
In Section 1, we give an overview of the background, terminology, and past results in the representation
theory of rational Cherednik algebras, particularly those which are relevant for the case that we work with.
In Section 2, we prove Theorem 2.38 which solves the case t = 0 and p|n−1. In Section 3, we prove Theorem
3.11 which introduces a simple criterion to determine whether a polynomial is in the submodule kerB, and
then prove Theorem 3.17 which solves the case t = 1 over a field of characteristic 2 and n odd.
1.1 Preliminaries
We will adopt notation from [BC13].
Fix an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p for some prime p, and fix a positive integer n > 1.
Fix t, c ∈ k. Let Sn be the symmetric group on n elements, and σij be the transposition swapping i and
j. Consider the n-dimensional permutation representation of Sn, a vector space V spanned by y1, y2, . . . , yn
over k, and its dual space V ∗ with dual basis x1, x2, . . . , xn. Then consider the subrepresentation h =
Span{yi − yj |i, j ∈ [n]} over k and its dual h∗ = V ∗/(x1 + x2 + · · ·+ xn). Denote by T (h ⊕ h∗) the tensor
algebra of h⊕ h∗.
Definition 1.1. The rational Cherednik algebra of type An−1, orHt,c(Sn, h), is the quotient of kSn⋉T (h⊕h
∗)
by the relations
• [xi, xj ] = 0,
• [yi − yj , yℓ − yk] = 0,
• [yi − yj , xi] = t− cσij − c
∑
k 6=i σik,
• [yi − yj , xk] = cσik − cσjk for k 6= i, j.
Remark. One can also work with V and V ∗ instead of h and h∗, to define Ht,c(Sn, V ). For p ∤ n, the Hilbert
series of Lt,c (defined in Definition 1.10) are related via
hL0,c(Sn,V )(z) = hL0,c(Sn,h)(z),
hL1,c(Sn,V )(z) =
(
1 + z + · · ·+ zp−1
)
hL1,c(Sn,h)(z).
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Consider Sh, the symmetric algebra of h, which we can think about as the subalgebra in the algebra of
polynomials in yi, generated by the differences yi − yj for distinct i, j. Consider also Sh∗ the symmetric
algebra of h∗, which we can think about as the algebra of polynomials in xi modulo the relation (x1+· · ·+xn);
i.e., Sh∗ ∼= k[x1, . . . , xn]/(x1 + · · ·+ xn).
In [DS16], the PBW theorem is stated for Ht,c(Sn, h).
Theorem 1.2 (PBW1). We have the decomposition Ht,c(Sn, h) ≃ Sh⊗k k[Sn]⊗k Sh
∗ as vector spaces.
We can introduce a Z grading on Ht,c by setting deg y = −1 for y ∈ h, deg x = 1 for x ∈ h
∗, and deg σ = 0
for σ ∈ Sn.
Since Ht,c(Sn, h) ∼= Hat,ac(Sn, h) for any a ∈ k×, it suffices to study the cases t = 0 and t = 1.
Definition 1.3. For parameters t, c, the Dunkl operator is defined as
Dyi = t∂xi − c
∑
k 6=i
(xi − xk)
−1(1− σik) ∈ End(Sh
∗).
Remark. Define Dyi−yj = Dyi −Dyj . This uniquely extends to a homomorphism Sh→ End(Sh
∗), since the
Dyi commute.
Define a structure of an Ht,c-representation on Sh∗ by sending yi−yj 7→ Dyi−yj , σ 7→ σ (with the natural
action on Sh∗), and xi 7→ xi (acting by multiplication). The Dunkl operators satisfy the same commutator
relations given in Definition 1.1, which means that this is indeed a representation (see [EM10], Proposition
2.14 and Theorem 2.15).
1.2 Verma Modules
There is another way to define a polynomial representation of Ht,c, and that is via Verma modules.
Consider the trivial representation k of kSn ⋉ Sh; Sn acts by 1 and yi − yj acts by 0.
Definition 1.4. The Verma module is the induced Ht,c(Sn, h)-module
Mt,c(Sn, h, k) = Ht,c(Sn, h)⊗kSn⋉Sh k.
We will refer to it as Mt,c.
Proposition 1.5. The Verma module Mt,c is isomorphic to Sh
∗ as graded vector spaces.
Proof. We have
Mt,c = Ht,c(Sn, h)⊗kSn⋉Sh k = kSn ⋉ (Sh⊗ Sh
∗)⊗kSn⋉Sh k
=⇒ f(x)σq(y) ⊗ 1 = f(x)⊗ σq(y)1 = f(x)⊗ q(0),
where f, q are polynomials, x and y are vectors (x1, . . . , xn) and (y1, . . . , yn), and σ ∈ Sn. So, by the PBW
theorem for Cherednik algebras, Mt,c has a basis of elements of Sh∗ (polynomials in xi).
Remark. The Verma moduleMt,c has a grading by degree, setting deg xi = 1, similar to that of Ht,c(Sn, h).
This shows that Mt,c ∼= Sh∗ as graded vector spaces, but they are also isomorphic as representations.
We have the map yi → Dyi, since the action of Dyi and yi are given by the same relations. We also have
the following identification:
Proposition 1.6. We have an isomorphism Ht,c(Sn, h)opp ∼= Ht,c(Sn, h∗).
Definition 1.7. The contravariant form B :Mt,c(Sn, h, k)×Mt,c(Sn, h∗, k)→ k is a bilinear form satisfying
the following properties:
• It is Sn-invariant: for σ ∈ Sn, then B(σf, σq) = B(f, q).
1PBW stands for Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt, and this case (for Cherednik algebras) is a generalization of the famous theorem
for Lie algebras.
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• For x ∈ h∗, f ∈ Mt,c(h), q ∈Mt,c(h∗), then B(xf, q) = B(f,Dx(q)).
• For y ∈ h, f ∈ Mt,c(h), q ∈Mt,c(h∗), then B(f, yq) = B(Dy(f), q).
• The form is zero on elements of different degrees; i.e., if f ∈ Mt,c(h)i and q ∈ Mt,c(h∗)j for i 6= j,
then B(f, q) = 0.
• If f ∈ Mt,c(h)0 and q ∈ Mt,c(h∗)0, then B(f, q) = f · q.
Effectively, this contravariant form defines a bilinear form B : Sh × Sh∗ → k satisfying B(1, 1) = 1,
B(1, xi) = 0, and B(f(y), q(x)) = B(1, Df(y)(q(x))) = [x
0]f(Dy)q(x) where [x
0] denotes the constant term
when f(Dy) ∈ Sh acts on q(x) ∈ Sh∗.
Definition 1.8. Define an Ht,c(Sn, h) representation Lt,c =Mt,c/ kerB, where kerB = {x ∈ Sh∗|B(y, x) =
0 ∀ y ∈ Sh}.
Note that kerB is a subrepresentation and due to the properties of B, it is also an ideal in the algebra of
polynomials.
Definition 1.9. Define the Baby Verma module Nt,c(Sn, h, k) as follows:
• If t = 1, then N1,c =M1,c/
(
(Sh∗)
Sn
)p
+
M1,c, or Sh∗ modulo the ideal generated by the Sn-invariant
polynomials of positive degree raised to the pth power.
• If t = 0, then N0,c =M0,c/
(
(Sh∗)
Sn
)
+
M0,c, or Sh
∗ modulo the ideal generated by the Sn-invariant
polynomials of positive degree.
It follows that Lt,c = N1,c/ kerB, because
(
(Sh∗)
Sn
)p
+
M1,c ⊂ kerB.
We have the following statements from, e.g., [BC13]:
1.
(
(Sh)Sn
)
+
is finitely generated over k. (Fundamental theorem on symmetric polynomials)
2. All Nt,c (and thus Lt,c) are finite dimensional.
3. kerB is a maximal proper graded submodule of Mt,c.
4. Lt,c is irreducible.
Definition 1.10. We define the Hilbert series of an N-graded module M to be hM (z) =
∑
i≥0 dimM [i]z
i,
where M [i] is the ith graded component of M .
The quotient Lt,c inherits the grading from Mt,c, hence we assign to it the Hilbert series hLt,c(z) =∑
i≥0 dimLt,c[i]z
i. In the general case, Etingof and Rains present the following (yet unpublished) conjecture
for the Hilbert series. Let n = kp+ r, 0 ≤ r < p,
[k]z =
1− zk
1− z
, [k]z! = [k]z[k − 1]z · · · [1]z, Qr(n, z) =
(
n− 1
r − 1
)
zr+1 +
r∑
i=0
(
n− r − 2 + i
i
)
zi.
Conjecture 1.11 (Etingof, Rains). The Hilbert series for Lt,c, with c generic, is of the form
hL0,c(z) = [r]z ![p]zQr(n, z) and hL1,c(z) = [p]
n−1
z [r]zp ![p]zp !Qr (n, z
p) .
Remark. In the case t = 0, we merely need c 6= 0 to be generic.
Definition 1.12. A singular polynomial is a polynomial f ∈ Sh∗ which lies in the simultaneous kernel of
all Dunkl operators Dyi−yj , i.e. Dyi−yjf = 0 for all i, j.
The singular polynomials generate a submodule lying in kerB, thus (in positive characteristic) we would
like to find such generators to understand kerB. This would allow us to understand Lt,c.
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1.3 Characteristic 0
The singular polynomials for characteristic 0 are known; see, for example, [EM10].
Proposition 1.13. If char k = 0 and c = r
n
for some r not divisible by n, then the singular polynomials
for t = 1 are Res∞
[
dz
z−xj
∏n
i=1(z − xi)
c
]
for j = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1. (See [CE03], Proposition 3.1, for original
reference, or [DS+14], Proposition 1.2.)
The lowest-weight irreducible representations of the rational Cherednik algebra associated to Sn in char-
acteristic 0 are studied in [Gor03], and he computes their Hilbert series.
1.4 The case where p|n, by Devadas and Sun
In [DS16], Devadas and Sun found the Hilbert polynomial for the representation of the Cherednik algebra
L1,c where p|n.
Define the polynomials
g(z) =
n∏
j=1
(1− xiz) and F (z) =
p−1∑
m=0
(
c
m
)
(g(z)− 1)m.
Then for i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1, define fi = [zp]
F (z)
1−xiz
.
Devadas and Sun showed that the polynomials fi are singular, linearly independent and homogeneous
degree p. They also show that if Ic = 〈f1, . . . , fn−1〉 ⊂ Mt,c, then Mt,c/Ic is a complete intersection for
generic c. In doing so, they show that for generic c, the Hilbert series of L1,c =M1,c/Ic is h(z) =
(
1−zp
1−z
)n−1
.
1.5 Some results from Balagovic and Chen
In [BC13], the following Hilbert series are described.
Proposition 1.14. The Hilbert polynomial for N1,c is hN1,c(z) =
(1−z2p)(1−z3p)···(1−znp)
(1−z)n−1 while the Hilbert
polynomial for N0,c is hN0,c(z) =
(1−z2)(1−z3)···(1−zn)
(1−z)n−1 .
Proposition 1.15. The Hilbert polynomial for L1,c is hL1,c(z) =
(
1−zp
1−z
)n−1
h (zp) for some polynomial h
with nonnegative integer coefficients.
1.6 Main Results
We find the Hilbert series for Ht,c(Sn, h) over fields k of characteristic p|n − 1. The main theorems are
Theorem 2.38 (which generalizes Theorem 2.12), Theorem 3.11, and Theorem 3.17. Theorem 2.38 states
that the Hilbert series for t = 0 is hL0,c(z) =
(
1−zp
1−z
) (
1 + (n− 2)z + z2
)
. Theorem 3.11 gives a simple,
computation-based criterion for whether a given polynomial f ∈ kerB for all n ≡ 1 (mod p): one only needs
to check this condition for small (and finitely many) n. Theorem 3.17 states that the Hilbert series for t = 1
and p = 2 is hL1,c(z) =
(
1 + z2
)
(1 + z)n−1
(
1 + (n− 2)z2 + z4
)
.
2 The case t = 0
Note that in this case, the Dunkl operator is just
Dyi−yj = −c
∑
k 6=i
1− σik
xi − xk
+ c
∑
ℓ 6=j
1− σjℓ
xj − xℓ
,
so the parameter c does not matter (so long as it is nonzero, in which case the representation is trivial) and
we may assume that c = 1.
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There is a basis of Mt,c consisting of elements of Fp[x1, x2, . . . , xn], and hence we assume all coefficients
are from Fp.
We proceed degree by degree and analyze each subspace M0,c[i] starting from i = 0 and going up. We
will find some polynomials which constitute a subspace J [i] ⊂ kerB and then find bases of M0,c/J [i]. We
compute the action of the Dunkl operators to explicitly show that these are not in kerB, hence J [i] = B[i].
2.1 Characteristic p = 2
We will first examine the case when the characteristic is 2. Frequently, we will make the substitution
xn = −(x1 + x2 + · · ·+ xn−1) = x1 + x2 + · · ·+ xn−1.
Proposition 2.1. For i 6= j, the polynomials x2i + xixj + x
2
j for i 6= j are singular.
Proof. It suffices to prove that the action of the Dunkl operators Dy1−yr for r = 2, 3, . . . , n on f = x
2
1 +
x1x2 + x
2
2 results in 0. If r = 2, then
Dy1−y2f =

∑
k 6=1
1− σ1k
x1 − xk
+
∑
k 6=2
1− σ2k
x2 − xk

(x21 + x1x2 + x22) = ∑
k 6=1,2
[−(x1 + x2 + xk) + (x1 + x2 + xk)] = 0.
If r 6= 2 then we see that the first sum is the same,
∑
k 6=1
1−σ1k
x1−xk
f = (n− 2)x1 + (n− 2)x2 − (x1 + x2) = 0.
The second sum,
∑
k 6=r
1−σkr
xr−xk
f , is 0 whenever k 6= 1, 2. But for k = 1, 2 we obtain −2(x1 + x2 + xr) = 0.
Hence all Dy1−yrf = 0.
Proposition 2.2. The dimension of L0,c[0] is 1.
Proof. All elements are constants.
Proposition 2.3. The dimension of L0,c[1] is n− 1.
Proof. The basis consists of x1, x2, . . . , xn−1 after the substitution for xn. Suppose a singular polynomial
existed f =
∑
i<n aixi. Note that Dyi−yjxi = 1 while Dyi−yjxk = 0. Then Dyi−ynf = ai = 0, so f = 0.
Proposition 2.4. The dimension of L0,c[2] is n− 1.
Proof. After the substitution for xn, we see that dimM0,c[2] = n − 1 +
(
n−1
2
)
, with a basis given by x2i
and xixj for i, j < n. The singular polynomials x
2
i + xixj + x
2
j for i, j ≤ n − 1 (Proposition 2.1) are all
linearly independent (each contains a unique xixj), hence they span a space of dimension
(
n−1
2
)
. Subtracting
the dimensions shows that dimL0,c[2] ≤ n − 1. Now suppose there existed another singular polynomial f .
Substitute for xn and then remove all xixj terms by adding in x
2
i + xixj + x
2
j . This new polynomial is
g = x21 + · · ·+ x
2
C after a permutation of indices for some 1 ≤ C < n. But
−Dy1g =
∑
k>C
1− σ1k
x1 − xk
g = (n− C)x1 + xC+1 + xC+2 + · · ·+ xn = Cx1 + x2 + · · ·+ xC .
Then note that
Dyng =
∑
k 6=n
1− σnk
xn − xk
g = (x1 + · · ·+ xC) + Cxn.
Thus Dyn−y1g = (C + 1)x1 + Cxn = x1 + C(x2 + · · ·+ xn−1), which is never 0, so dimL0,c[2] = n− 1.
Proposition 2.5. The dimension of L0,c[3] is 1.
Proof. First, consider some of the possible polynomials in kerB. The polynomials which come from the
singular polynomials are of the form x3i + x
2
i xj + xix
2
j and x
2
i xk + xixjxk + x
2
jxk. We will now build up the
polynomials in kerB[3].
Lemma 2.6. The polynomials x3i + x
3
j ∈ kerB.
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Proof. We have (xi + xj)
(
x2i + xixj + x
2
j
)
= x3i + x
3
j ∈ kerB.
Next, we split into two cases.
Lemma 2.7. If n ≡ 3 (mod 4), then x3i ∈ kerB.
Proof. Consider the sum S =
∑n−2
i=1
∑n−1
j=i+1
(
x3i + x
2
i xj + xix
2
j
)
. Clearly S ∈ kerB and X = x31+ · · ·+x
3
n =(∑
h<n xh
)3
+
∑
k<n x
3
k ∈ kerB. Note that S = x
3
1 + x
3
3 + x
3
5 + · · · + x
3
n−2 +X . Therefore x
3
1 + x
3
3 + x
3
5 +
· · · + x3n−2 ∈ kerB. But this is a sum of
n−1
2 cubes, which is odd. Using Lemma 2.6 to remove
n−3
2 of the
cubes, we find that x3i ∈ kerB.
Lemma 2.8. If n ≡ 1 (mod 4), then x3i ∈ kerB.
Proof. Consider S as in Lemma 2.7, but removing the terms x3i + x
2
ixj + xix
2
j for i, j ∈ {n− 1, n− 2, n− 3}.
Denote this by T . Then adding the terms
(
x2n−3xn−4 + x
2
n−3xn−2 + xn−4xn−3xn−2
)
+
(
x2n−3xn−4 + x
2
n−3xn−1 + xn−3xn−4xn−1
)
+
(
x2n−2xn−4 + x
2
n−2xn−3 + xn−4xn−3xn−2
)
+
(
x2n−2xn−4 + x
2
n−2xn−1 + xn−4xn−2xn−1
)
+
(
x2n−1xn−4 + x
2
n−1xn−3 + xn−4xn−3xn−1
)
+
(
x2n−1xn−4 + x
2
n−1xn−2 + xn−4xn−2xn−1
)
= x2n−3xn−2 + x
2
n−3xn−1 + x
2
n−2xn−3 + x
2
n−2xn−1 + x
2
n−1xn−2 + x
2
n−1xn−3,
we obtain x31 + x
3
3 + x
3
5 + · · · + x
3
n−4 + X ∈ kerB. Once again, this yields an odd number of cubes, hence
x3i ∈ kerB.
Lemma 2.9. The polynomials xixjxk ∈ kerB.
Proof. Consider
(x2jxi + x
2
jxk + xixjxk) + (x
2
jxi + x
2
jxl + xjxixl) + (x
2
kxi + x
2
kxj + xixjxk)+
(x2kxi + x
2
kxl + xixkxl) + (x
2
l xi + x
2
l xj + xixjxl) + (x
2
l xi + x
2
l xk + xixkxl)
= x2jxk + x
2
jxl + x
2
kxj + x
2
kxl + x
2
l xk + x
2
l xj
and
(xixjxk + x
2
ixj + x
2
kxj) + (xixjxk + x
2
i xk + x
2
jxk) + (xixjxk + x
2
jxi + x
2
kxi)
= xixjxk + x
2
ixj + x
2
i xk + x
2
jxi + x
2
jxk + x
2
kxi + x
2
kxj .
Both are in the kernel. Subtracting yields xixjxk, which is also in the kernel.
Lemma 2.10. All monomials of the form x2i xj are equivalent modulo kerB.
Proof. Fix a monomial x2axb. Then x
2
axb+xaxbxk+x
2
kxb ∈ kerB, which implies that x
2
axb+x
2
kxb ∈ kerB for
all k (since xaxbxk ∈ kerB from Lemma 2.9). Thus x
2
axb = x
2
kxb in L0,c. Similarly, x
3
b+x
2
bxk+xbx
2
k ∈ kerB,
so x2bxk = xbx
2
k in L0,c. From these two equalities, we find that x
2
axb = x
2
i xj for all a, b, i, j.
All terms are either of the form x3i or x
2
i xj or xixjxk. Using Lemmas 2.7, 2.8, 2.9, and 2.10, we
conclude that dimL0,c[3] ≤ 1. But we can easily see that the dimension is not zero. If it were, then
some x2ixj would necessarily be in kerB. Without loss of generality, suppose x
2
1x2 ∈ kerB. But then
Dy3−y4x
2
1x2 = x2x3 − x2x4 6∈ kerB, so this is impossible.
Proposition 2.11. The dimension of L0,c[j] is 0 for j > 3.
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Proof. We show that kerB[4] contains all polynomials. It suffices to check for the appearance of all monomials
of the form x4i , x
3
i xj , x
2
i x
2
j , x
2
i xjxk, xixjxkxℓ in kerB. We can obtain any monomial with at least 3 terms
from xixjxk ∈ kerB[3] (2.9). We also can obtain any monomial of the form x4i or x
3
i xj because x
3
i ∈ kerB[3]
(2.7,2.8). It remains to show that we can obtain all monomials of the form x2ix
2
j . But we know that
x2i xj + xix
2
j ∈ kerB[3] (2.10). Multiplying by xi yields x
3
ixj + x
2
ix
2
j ∈ kerB[4], and since x
3
i xj ∈ kerB[4],
then so is x2i x
2
j , and we find that dimL0,c[4] = 0. By the properties of the contravariant form (particularly
that kerB is an ideal), the Proposition follows as well.
Combining Propositions 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, and 2.11, we conclude with the Hilbert series.
Theorem 2.12. The Hilbert series for L0,c when p = 2 is hL0,c(z) = (1 + z)
(
1 + (n− 2)z + z2
)
.
Proof. By expanding, we may compare coefficients and verify that they match.
2.2 Characteristic p is odd
We will now study the case where the characteristic p is odd. We will frequently use the substitution
xn = −x1 − x2 − · · · − xn−1.
Proposition 2.13. The dimension of L0,c[0] is 1.
Proof. All elements are constants.
Proposition 2.14. The dimension of L0,c[1] is n− 1.
Proof. After the substitution for xn, we may assume some f =
∑
i<n aixi is singular. Note thatDynf =
∑
ai
and −Dy1f = (n − 1)a1 − (a2 + a3 + · · ·+ an−1) = a1 −
∑
i<n ai. Then Dyn−yi = ai = 0, hence f = 0 and
all xi for i < n span L0,c[1].
Proposition 2.15. For distinct i, j, k ∈ [n], the polynomials (xj − xk)(xi − xj − xk) are singular.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume i = 1, j = 2, and k = 3, and denote f = (x2 − x3)(x1 − x2 − x3).
Then it suffices to check the action of the Dunkl operators Dy1−yr for r = 2, 3, 4 . . . , n.
Notice that the cases r = 2 and r = 3 are the same, because the polynomial (x2 − x3)(x1 − x2 − x3) is
invariant under the operator −σ23, and since the Dunkl operator is linear, they yield the same result.
First, note that
−Dy1f = (x1 + x2 − x3) + (x2 − x1 − x3) + (x2 − x3)
∑
s6=1,2,3
x1 − xs
x1 − xs
,
= x1 + x2 − x3 + x2 − x1 − x3 + (n− 3)(x2 − x3) = (n− 1)(x2 − x3) = 0.
Now we check the action of Dy2 . We find that
−Dy2f = (x3 − x1 − x2) + 2 (x1 − x2 − x3) +
∑
s6=1,2,3
(x1 − x2 − xk),
= (n− 1)(x1 − x2)−
∑
s∈[n]
xs = 0.
Finally, it remains to check Dyrf for r > 3. Note that this leaves
Dyrf = (x3 − x2) + (xr + x2 − x1) + (x1 − x3 − xr) = 0.
Thus Dyif = 0 for all i, which implies that (xj − xk)(xi − xj − xk) is singular.
Proposition 2.16. The following is a basis for the degree 2 singular polynomials:
• (x1 − xi)(x2 − x1 − xi) for i = 3, 4, . . . , n− 1
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• (xj−x2)(xi−xj−x2) for each unordered pair (i, j) where i, j ≤ n−1, with the order of i and j chosen
arbitrarily.
Proof. Perform the substitution for xn and consider only indices between 1 and n − 1 inclusive. Notice
that this does not affect singular polynomials which depend on xn, since those are in fact a combination of
singular polynomials without an xn:
∑
j,k 6=i≤n−1
(xj − xk)(xi − xj − xk) =
∑
j,k 6=i≤n−1
(xi − xj)(xk − xi − xj) = 0.
Lemma 2.17. We can obtain all singular polynomials of the form (xj−x2)(xi−xj−x2) for 3 ≤ i, j ≤ n−1
using the aforementioned basis.
Proof. Suppose for a given (unordered) pair (i, j) the (ordered) polynomial (xj − x2)(xi − xj − x2) is part
of the basis. Then we obtain the alternate polynomial via
(xi − x2)(xj − xi − x2) = (x1 − xj)(x2 − x1 − xj)− (x1 − xi)(x2 − x1 − xj)− (xj − x2)(xi − xj − x2).
Lemma 2.18. We can obtain all singular polynomials containing an x2 using the aforementioned basis.
Proof. Lemma 2.17 yields all singular polynomials containing an x2 but not an x1. So now assume j = 1.
We show that we can obtain the polynomials (xj − x2)(x1 − xj − x2) and (x1 − x2)(xj − x1 − x2). But
(x1 − x2)(xj − x1 − x2) = (xj − x2)(x1 − xj − x2) + (x1 − xj)(x2 − x1 − xj),
and two of those polynomials are already in the basis, hence all three are generated by the basis.
It suffices to note that
(xj − xk)(xi − xj − xk) = (xj − x2)(xi − xj − x2)− (xk − x2)(xi − xk − x2).
Proposition 2.19. The dimension of L0,c[2] is n.
Proof. From the basis in Proposition 2.16, we know that dimL0,c[2] ≤ dimM0,c[2] − |basis| =
n(n−1)
2 −
n2−3n
2 = n. To show equality, we show that Dy1−y2x
2
i for i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1 and Dy1−y2x1x2 are all linearly
independent, showing that those n polynomials generate all of L0,c[2]. (Clearly, these n polynomials generate
the entire subspace: first, we can obtain all polynomials of the form x2i . From the singular polynomials which
contain a term xk(xi − xj), we only need a single monomial of the form xixj to generate all of the other
monomials of the form xaxb. This covers every possible monomial of degree 2.)
For r 6= 1, 2, we have
Dy1−y2x
2
1 = −x2,
Dy1−y2x
2
2 = −x1,
Dy1−y2x
2
r = x1 − x2,
Dy1−y2x1x2 = x2 − x1.
Suppose such a linear combination existed as f = a1x
2
1+ a2x
2
2+ · · ·+ an−1x
2
n−1− bx1x2. Then we obtain
the relations a1 + a2 = 0, and a1 + a3 + a4 + · · · + b = 0. But by symmetry (using other Dunkl operators
Dy1−yk for k 6= 2), we obtain that a1 + ak = 0. Again by symmetry, we obtain that ai + aj = 0, which
implies that all ai are 0. Obviously, x1x2 is not singular, so we have the conclusion.
Proposition 2.20. The dimension of L0,c[3] is n for p > 3.
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Proof. We perform the substitution for xn and show that the polynomials x
3
i for i < n and x
2
axb for fixed
a, b < n, combined with multiples of the singular polynomials in degree 2, will generate all of M0,c[3].
We first show that they generate all ofM0,c[3]. Note that we have the polynomial xk(xk − xj)(xi− xk−
xj) = −x3k + x
2
jxk + xix
2
k − xixjxk from kerB. Since x
3
k can be produced, we can remove it, so we have
x2jxk + xix
2
k − xixjxk. Now take the polynomial x
2
kxi + xjx
2
i − xixjxk, which is simply the permutation
(ijk) ∈ Sn acting on the previous polynomial. Their difference yields xkx2j − xjx
2
i . Again by Sn action, we
can also produce the polynomial xlx
2
j − xjx
2
i . Their difference yields
(
xkx
2
j − xjx
2
i
)
−
(
xlx
2
j − xjx
2
i
)
= x2ixj − x
2
l xj .
Thus, if any one term of the form x2ixj were not in kerB[3], using x
2
1x2 we can produce anything of the form
a2b. Since all terms of the form x3i are already produced, we only need terms of the form xixjxk, which can
be easily obtained from xk(xk − xj)(xi − xj − xk). Hence the dimension is at most n.
To show that the dimension is exactly n, we will show that no linear combination of x31, x
3
2, . . . , x
3
n−1,
x21x2 is in kerB. We will perform computations in L0,c[2] (which was already found in Proposition 2.19) for
the Dy1−y2x
3
r , subtracting the (x1−x2)(xr−x1−x2) polynomial, since that polynomial is in kerB and thus
is 0 in L0,c. For r 6= 1, 2, we have
Dy1−y2x
3
1 = x
2
1 − x1x2 − x
2
2,
Dy1−y2x
3
2 = x
2
1 + x1x2 − x
2
2,
Dy1−y2x
3
r = x
2
1 + x1xr − x2xr + x
2
2 = 2x
2
1,
Dy1−y2x
2
1x2 = x
2
2 − x
2
1.
Suppose a linear combination existed, f = a1x
3
1 + · · ·+ an−1x
3
n−1 + bx
2
1x2. We must have that Dy1−y2f =
0 in L0,c[2], in accordance with the action of the Dunkl operators above. This means that Dy1−y2f +∑
i,j,k dijk(xj−xk)(xi−xj−xk) = 0 inM0,c[2]. In particular, any singular polynomial from the summation
introduces two xixj monomials, whereas there is only one from the action of Dy1−y2f (which is x1x2).
Therefore, by parity, all dijk = 0 (the monomials of the form xixj will never cancel with each other or
the x1x2 term). Thus we may only concern ourselves with the results from the above computations. From
the action of Dy1−y2 , we have a1 = a2. By symmetry a1 = a2 = · · · = an−1, so let ai = a. Then
aDy1−y2
(
x31 + · · ·+ x
3
n−1
)
= 2a(n− 2)x21 − 2ax
2
2 = −2a
(
x21 + x
2
2
)
. Comparing the coefficient of x21 and x
2
2,
we find that a = −a =⇒ a = 0 and b = 0 as well. Hence no such linear combination exists.
Proposition 2.21. The polynomials x2i xj − xix
2
j ∈ kerB.
Proof. Let f = x23x4 − x3x
2
4. Note that −Dy2f = −x
2
3 + x
2
4 + x2x3 − x2x4 ∈ kerB. Similarly, −Dyjf =
−x23 + x
2
4 + xjx3 − xjx4 ∈ B for all j 6= 3, 4. Finally, it remains to compute −Dy3f = 0. (Note that −Dy4
acts in the same way as −Dy3 by virtue of swapping indices.) Hence Dyi−yjf ∈ kerB =⇒ f ∈ kerB.
Proposition 2.22. When p = 3, the polynomials x3i − x
2
ixj + x
3
j ∈ kerB.
Proof. It suffices to prove that all Dunkl operators Dyi−yj send x
3
1 − x
2
1x2 + x
3
2 to a degree 2 singular
polynomial. Let f = x31 − x
2
1x2 + x
3
2. Note that −Dy1f = −x1x2 − x
2
2 + x1x2 + x
2
2 ∈ kerB, and the action
of −Dy2 is exactly the same by symmetry (and by Proposition 2.21 we may replace x
2
1x2 by x1x
2
2). Finally,
for j 6= 1, 2, −Dyjf = (x2 − xj)(x1 − x2 − xj) ∈ kerB. Hence Dyi−yjf ∈ kerB =⇒ f ∈ kerB.
Remark. This shows that for p = 3, the dimension of L0,c[3] is actually n − 1, because we do not need the
polynomial x2i xj to be in L anymore. So long as all x
3
i are for i < n, we can recover the x
2
i xj .
From now on, we work in M′0,c = M0,c/
(
x2i xj − xix
2
j
)
(and also with kerB/
(
x2i xj − xix
2
j
)
). Thus, we
can shift exponents around in any monomial so long as all of the exponents remain positive. We will therefore
not concern ourselves with specific exponents, but only with the variables that appear in the monomial.
Definition 2.23. Denote xe1s1x
e2
s2
· · ·xebsb by the tuple (s1, . . . , sb). (The degree will be specified each time.)
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Denote the singular polynomials from Proposition 2.15 as (i) − (j) + (j, k) − (i, k). Notice that unless
a new singular polynomial appears, then the kerB[3] polynomials are either the symmetric polynomial
(1) + (2) + · · ·+ (n) or multiples of the singular polynomials, namely (i)− (i, j) + (i, j, k)− (i, k) or (i, l)−
(j, l) + (j, k, l)− (i, k, l).
Definition 2.24. Denote (∗)j as the set of polynomials (i)− (j) + (j, k)− (i, k) ∈M
′
0,c[j]. Similarly, define
(†)j as the set of polynomials (i)− (i, j) + (i, j, k)− (i, k) ∈M′0,c[j].
Definition 2.25. Define I to be the ideal generated by the polynomials from 2.15.
Remark. It’s worth pointing out that I ⊂ B and that if no new polynomials (which are sent into kerB upon
action by any Dunkl operator) appear in some gradation M0,c[j], then I[j] = kerB[j].
Proposition 2.26. In kerB[3], the following polynomials constitute a basis for (∗)3 and (†)3:
(∗)3 : (i)− (j) + (j, k)− (i, k); choose i, j, k in the same as we did for degree 2 singular polynomials
(†)3 : (i)− (i, j) + (i, j, k)− (i, k); choose i < j < k.
Proof. The basis for (∗)3 generates all polynomials in (∗)3, which is proven in the same fashion as in Propo-
sition 2.16. We can see that all polynomials in the basis of (†)3 are linearly independent with each other and
the basis of (∗)3 because they contain a unique term (i, j, k). Furthermore, we can generate all polynomials
of the form (a) − (a, b) + (a, b, c)− (a, c) for distinct a, b, c ∈ [n]. If a < b < c, then take a = i, b = j, c = k.
If b < a < c, then take the polynomial (b) − (b, a) + (b, a, c) − (b, c) ∈ (†). We know that from the basis of
(∗) we can form the polynomial (a)− (b)+ (b, c)− (a, c). Adding the two yields the result. Similarly, we can
take any polynomial in (†)3 and obtain all polynomials which are permutations of its indices by adding or
subtracting polynomials of the form (i)− (j) + (j, k)− (i, k).
Proposition 2.27. We can generate all polynomials in I[3] using (∗)3 and (†)3.
Proof. As noted in Proposition 2.26, we simply need to generate all polynomials of the form (i) − (i, j) +
(i, j, k)− (i, k) or (i, l)− (j, l)+ (j, k, l)− (i, k, l), and the symmetric polynomial. The first kind, (i)− (i, j)+
(i, j, k) − (i, k), is exactly produced by the basis of (†)3. The second kind, (i, l) − (j, l) + (j, k, l) − (i, k, l),
can be written as [(l)− (j, l) + (j, k, l)− (k, l)]− [(i)− (i, l) + (i, k, l)− (i, k)]+[(i)− (l)− (i, k) + (k, l)], and
hence is also generated by (∗)3 and (†)3.
Finally, it remains to show that (1) + (2) + · · · + (n) can be generated by (∗) and (†). But notice that
from (∗),
n−2∑
k=1
[(k)− (n) + (n− 1, n)− (1, n− 1)] = (1) + (2) + · · ·+ (n− 2) + (n)− (n− 1, n) + (n− 1) + (n, n− 1)
= (1) + (2) + · · ·+ (n).
By Proposition 2.16, the basis for I[2] is given by (∗)2. The basis for I[3] is given by (∗)3 and (†)3. Now
heading into higher degrees, the (∗)j will always generate (∗)j+1 and (†)j+1, but the set of polynomials (†)3
will produce both (†)4 and the set of polynomials of the form (i, l)− (i, j, l) + (i, j, k, l)− (i, k, l).
Definition 2.28. Denote the set of polynomials in kerB[j] (for q > 3) of the form (i, l1, l2, . . . , lq−3) −
(i, j, l1, . . . , lq−3) + (i, j, k, l1, l2, . . . , lq−3)− (i, k, l1, . . . , lq−3) as (†q)j .
Remark. Setting q = 3 recovers the set (†).
Proposition 2.29. In kerB[j] for j > 3, the following polynomials constitute a basis for (∗)j , (†)j , and
(†q)j for q = 4, 5, . . . , j:
(∗)j : (i)− (j) + (j, k)− (i, k); choose i, j, k in the same as in Proposition 2.16,
(†)j : (i)− (i, j) + (i, j, k)− (i, k); choose i < j < k,
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(†q)j : (i, l1, l2, . . . , lq−3) − (i, j, l1, . . . , , lq−3) + (i, j, k, l1, l2, . . . , lq−3) − (i, k, l1, . . . , lq−3) for q = 4, 5, . . . , j;
choose i < j < k < l1 < l2 < · · · < lq−3 for each q.
Proof. We already know that the bases for (∗)j and (†)j are linearly independent and generate all of (∗)j
and (†)j . But we can easily see that for the bases of the (†q)j ’s, they are all linearly independent due to
each one containing a unique term of (i, j, k, l1, l2, . . . , lq−3). Hence we can inductively show that each basis
for (†q)j is linearly independent with all the basis polynomials for (∗)j , (†)j , and (†
r)j for r < q.
It thus remains to show that the basis for (†q)j can generate all of (†q)j . Choose an arbitrary q. Then we
have polynomials of the form (i, l1, l2, . . . , lq−3)−(i, j, l1, . . . , lq−3)+(i, j, k, l1, l2, . . . , lq−3)−(i, k, l1, . . . , lq−3)
for q = 4, 5, . . . , j with i < j < k < l1 < l2 < · · · < lq−3. But note that we can arbitrarily shuffle the order
of i, j, k, l1, . . . , lq−3 by adding and subtracting polynomials in the basis of (†q−1)j . Thus, by induction, we
have all of (†q)j for each q.
Proposition 2.30. The polynomials (∗)j , (†)j , and (†q)j for 4 ≤ q ≤ j generate all of I[j].
Proof. Fix a j > 3 (the case j = 3 was already done in Proposition 2.26). Then to obtain j + 1, each of the
basis polynomials for I[j] are multiplied by an xi, and there is a new symmetric polynomial. However this
symmetric polynomial is explicitly given as follows:
n−2∑
k=1
[(k)− (n) + (n− 1, n)− (1, n− 1)] = (1) + (2) + · · ·+ (n− 2) + (n)− (n− 1, n) + (n− 1) + (n, n− 1),
= (1) + (2) + · · ·+ (n).
Multiplying (∗)j yields (∗)j+1 or (†)j+1. Multiplying (†)j yields (†)j+1 or (†4)j+1. Multiplying (†q)j yields
either (†q)j+1 or (†q+1)j+1, hence the result.
Proposition 2.31. The polynomial (i)− (i, j) + (j) is singular in degree p.
Proof. We will use the polynomial f = xp1 − x1x
p−1
2 + x
p
2 and first check the action of the Dunkl operator
−Dy1 . We will freely replace monomials with the notation (i, j).
We have that
−Dy1f =
∑
k 6=1
1− σ1k
x1 − xk
(
xp1 − x1x
p−1
2 + x
p
2
)
,
= x1x2
xp−21 − x
p−2
2
x1 − x2
+
∑
k>2
xp1 − x
p
k
x1 − xk
− xp−12
∑
k>2
x1 − xk
x1 − xk
,
= x1x2
xp−21 − x
p−2
2
x1 − x2
+ xp−12 − x
p−1
1 − x
p−1
1 − x
p−1
2 +
∑
k>2
(
xp−21 xk + · · ·+ x1x
p−2
k
)
,
= (p− 2) · (1, 2) + (2)− (1)− (1)− (2) + (p− 2)
∑
k>2
(1, k),
= −2 · (1, 2)− 2 · (1)− 2 · [−(1)− (1, 2)] ,
= 0.
Since xp1−x1x
p−1
2 +x
p
2 is invariant under the action of σ12 inM
′
0,c, we have−Dy2
(
xp1 − x1x
p−1
2 + x
p
2
)
= 0.
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Now take j 6= 1, 2. Then we have
Dyjf =
∑
k 6=j
1− σjk
xk − xj
(
xp1 − x1x
p−1
2 + x
p
2
)
,
=
1− σ1j
x1 − xj
(
xp1 − x1x
p−1
2 + x
p
2
)
+
1− σ2j
x2 − xj
(
xp1 − x1x
p−1
2 + x
p
2
)
,
= (1) + (j) + (p− 2) · (1, 3)− (2) + (2) + (j) + (p− 2) · (2, j)− (1, 2)− (1, j)− (p− 3) · (1, 2, j),
= (1) + 2 · (j)− 3 · (1, j)− 2 · (2, j)− (1, 2) + 3 · (1, 2, j),
= [(1)− (j) + (2, j)− (1, 2)]− 3 [(j)− (1, j) + (1, 2, j)− (2, j)] ∈ kerB[p− 1].
Hence all Dunkl operators Dyk−yl send all degree p polynomials of the form (i)− (i, j) + (j) into the kernel,
so they are in kerB[p].
Proposition 2.32. For any j, the dimension of L0,c[j] is at most n.
Proof. We will show that the n polynomials (1), (2), . . . , (n− 1), and (1, 2), combined with (∗)j , (†)j , and
(†q)j (for 4 ≤ q ≤ j) linearly generate the entire subspace of homogeneous degree j polynomials.
First, we easily obtain all polynomials of the form (i), since the only missing one is (n) but the symmetric
polynomial fills that in.
Next, we obtain all polynomials of the form (i, j) from (∗)j , since each is of the form (i)−(j)+(j, k)−(i, k).
We can remove (i)− (j) and we are left with (j, k) − (i, k). Setting k = 1 and i = 2 allows us to obtain all
of the form (1, j) and next setting i = 1 and j, k to be anything allows us to obtain all (j, k).
We can then obtain all (i, j, k) from (†)j , since they are of the form (i)− (i, j)+(i, j, k)− (i, k). Removing
the necessary terms leaves us with (i, j, k).
For q > 3, any polynomial in (†q)j contains one term with q distinct variables and other terms with
less than q distinct variables. Inductively we can remove all other terms to obtain all terms of the form
(i1, i2, . . . , iq). When we reach q = j, we are done.
Proposition 2.33. For 2 ≤ j ≤ p− 1, the dimension of L0,c[j] is n.
Proof. We showed that dimL0,c[2] = n in Proposition 2.19, so assume that j > 2. It suffices to show that
no linear combination of (1), (2), . . . , (n− 1), and (3, 4) is in kerB.
Let us examine the operator Dy1−y2 . We perform computations strictly in L0,c[j − 1] (which has been
found by the prior inductive step), adding and subtracting polynomials from kerB freely. We have that
Dy1−y2x
j
1 = −
∑
k 6=1
1− σ1k
x1 − xk
xj1 +
∑
k 6=2
1− σ2k
x2 − xk
xj1,
= (j − 2) · (1)− (2) + (j − 2) · (1, 2).
We also have that
Dy1−y2x
j
2 = −
∑
k 6=1
1− σ1k
x1 − xk
xj2 +
∑
k 6=2
1− σ2k
x2 − xk
xj2,
= −(j − 2) · (2) + (1)− (j − 2) · (1, 2).
For r 6= 1, 2, then
Dy1−y2x
j
r = −
∑
k 6=1
1− σ1k
x1 − xk
xjr +
∑
k 6=2
1− σ2k
x2 − xk
xjr,
= (1)− (2) + (j − 2) · (1, r) − (j − 2) · (2, r) + (j − 2) [(1)− (2) + (2, t)− (1, r)] ,
= (j − 1) · [(1)− (2)] .
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Finally,
Dy1−y2x3x
j−1
4 =−
∑
k 6=1
1− σ1k
x1 − xk
x3x
j−1
4 +
∑
k 6=2
1− σ2k
x2 − xk
x3x
j−1
4 ,
=(1, 3)− (2, 3) + (j − 3) · (1, 3, 4)− (j − 3) · (2, 3, 4)− (j − 3) [(1)− (1, 3) + (1, 3, 4)− (1, 4)] ,
=(j − 2) · (1, 3)− (2, 3)− (j − 3) · (1) + (j − 3) · (1, 4)− (j − 3) · (2, 3, 4)
+ (j − 3) [(2)− (2, 3) + (2, 3, 4)− (2, 4)] ,
=(j − 2) · (1, 3)− (j − 2) · (2, 3)− (j − 3) [(1)− (2) + (2, 4)− (1, 4)]
+ (j − 3) [(1)− (2) + (2, 4)− (1, 4)] ,
=(j − 2) [(1, 3)− (2, 3) + (1)− (2) + (2, 3)− (1, 3)] ,
=(j − 2) [(1)− (2)] .
Suppose that we have such a polynomial, f = a1x
j
1 + a2x
j
2 + · · · + an−1x
j
n−1 + bx3x
j−1
4 . Then we note
that a1 = a2 to remove the (1, 2) terms. By symmetry (using Dunkl operators), we have a1 = a2 = a3 =
· · · = an−1. Obviously ai 6= 0, since x3x
j−1
4 is not singular. Now we assume without loss of generality that
ai =
1
j−1 , to obtain that
Dy1−y2
(∑
aix
j
i
)
= (n− 2) [(1)− (2)] = (2)− (1).
We thus conclude that b = − 1
j−2 . But a quick check using the operator Dy1−y3 shows that f is not singular
after all, and hence no linear combination exists.
Proposition 2.34. The dimension of L0,c[p] is n− 1.
Proof. From Proposition 2.32, (1), (2), . . . , (n − 1), and (1, 2) generate all of L0,c[p]. But by Proposition
2.31, (1)− (1, 2) + (2) ∈ kerB. Thus (1, 2) is not needed and dimL0,c[p] ≤ n− 1.
To show that the dimension is exactly n− 1, we consider a linear combination f = a1x
p
1 + a2x
p
2 + · · ·+
an−1x
p
n−1. Using the Dunkl operator Dy1−y2 , we compute that (for r 6= i, j)
Dyi−yjx
p
i = −(j),
Dyi−yjx
p
2 = (i),
Dyi−yjx
p
r = (i)− (j).
This implies that ai = aj for all i, j. But then
Dy1−y2
(
xp1 + x
p
2 + · · ·+ x
p
n−1
)
= (n− 2) [(1)− (2)] 6= 0.
Thus there does not exist such a linear combination and the dimension is exactly n− 1.
Proposition 2.35. The dimension of L0,c[p+ 1] is 1.
Proof. From Proposition 2.32, the set {xp+11 , x
p+1
2 , . . . , x
p+1
n−1, x1x
p
2} generates L0,c[p + 1]. However, note
that (i) − (i, j) + (j) ∈ kerB[p]. Multiplying by (i) yields (i) − (i, j) + (i, j) = (i) ∈ kerB[p + 1]. Hence
dimL0,c[p+ 1] ≤ 1. To prove equality, it suffices to check that in L0,c, Dy1−y2x1x
p
2 = (1, 2) + (2) = (1, 2) 6=
0.
Proposition 2.36. The dimension of L0,c[p+ 2] is 0.
Proof. From Proposition 2.35, xp+2i = (i) ∈ kerB[p+ 2], and xix
p+1
j = (i, j) ∈ kerB[p+ 2]. This covers all
polynomials described in Proposition 2.32, implying that kerB[p+ 2] contains all of M0,c[p+ 2].
Proposition 2.37. For all m > p+ 2, the dimension of L0,c[v] is 0.
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Proof. This follows from the fact that kerB is an ideal.
Theorem 2.38. The Hilbert series for L0,c over a field with prime characteristic p is
hL0,c(z) =
(
1− zp
1− z
)(
1 + (n− 2)z + z2
)
.
Proof. We simply expand and match coefficients from the previous Propositions. Note that this case also
covers p = 2 from Theorem 2.12.
3 The case t = 1
In this case, the Dunkl operator is
Dyi−yj = ∂xi − ∂xj − c
∑
k 6=i
1− σik
xi − xk
+ c
∑
ℓ 6=j
1− σjℓ
xj − xℓ
.
We will again study each gradation (by degree) explicitly from deg = 0 upwards and find a collection of
polynomials which belong in kerB. We will prove that any polynomial not in the span of that collection is
not in kerB using explicit Dunkl operator actions. We will also utilize a result from [BC13] which constricts
the form of the Hilbert series of L1,c.
3.1 Characteristic p = 2
From Proposition 1.15 ([BC13]), we know that the Hilbert series is of the form hL1,c(z) = (1+z)
n−1Q
(
z2
)
for
some integer polynomial Q. Assume c is transcendental over F2. We will let Q
(
z2
)
= Q0+Q2z
2+Q4z
4+ . . .
and compute term by term: each time we compute dimL1,c[d] for some even d, we can expand hL1,c(z)
[
zd
]
to find Qd.
There is a basis of Mt,c consisting of elements of F2[c, x1, x2, . . . , xn], so we assume that all coefficients
are from F2[c].
Any polynomial f can be graded by powers of c. We divide out by a power of c so that f 6≡ 0 (mod c).
Since the Dunkl operator acts with two separate gradations, we may consider them separately.
Definition 3.1. For a given polynomial f ∈ F2[c, x1, . . . , xn−1], let f =
∑
k≥0 c
kf (k) where each f (k) ∈
F2[x1, . . . , xn−1] and f
(0) 6= 0.
Definition 3.2. Denote αij = ∂xi−∂xj and βij = −
∑
k 6=i
1−σik
xi−xk
+
∑
ℓ 6=j
1−σjℓ
xj−xℓ
, so that Dy1−yj = αij+cβij .
We will use this notation throughout the rest of the paper. We will again use the substitution xn =
x1 + x2 + · · ·+ xn−1.
Proposition 3.3. The dimension of L1,c[0] is 1.
Proof. All elements are constants.
Corollary 3.3.1. We have that Q0 = 1.
Proposition 3.4. The dimension of L1,c[1] is n− 1.
Proof. Under the substitution for xn, we have dimL1,c[1] ≤ n − 1. To show equality, assume that f =
a1x1 + a2x2 + · · · + an−1xn−1 ∈ kerB where ai ∈ F2[c]. Then αinf (0) = (∂xi − ∂xn)f
(0) = ai = 0 ensures
that f (0) = 0, which contradicts our assumption of a nonzero constant term.
Remark. We actually get this for free by the form of the Hilbert series given in [BC13].
Proposition 3.5. The dimension of L1,c[2] is
(
n
2
)
.
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Proof. Under the substitution for xn, we can concern ourselves only with polynomials in {x1, x2, . . . , xn−1}.
We show that no singular polynomials exist, which implies that dimL1,c[2] =
(
n
2
)
. In these n− 1 variables,
kerB[1] = {0}. Consider some singular polynomial f . Then αinf (0) = (∂xi − ∂xn)f
(0) = ∂xif
(0) = 0 implies
that it cannot contain any term of the form xixj . Let the remaining terms be f
(0) = x21 + x
2
2 + · · ·+ x
2
C for
some C < n. Obviously αijf
(0) = 0, but β1nf
(0) = Cxn + (1 − C)x1 which is x1 or x1 + x2 + · · · + xn−1.
Since α1nf
(1) + β1nf
(0) = 0, this implies that α1nf
(1) = x1 or x1 + · · ·+ xn−1, which is impossible.
Corollary 3.5.1. We have Q2 = n− 1.
Proposition 3.6. The dimension of L1,c[3] is
(
n+1
3
)
.
Proof. Expand and look at the coefficient of z3 in hL1,c(z) via the form from [BC13].
Remark. This implies that under the substitution xn = x1+x2+· · ·+xn−1, there are no singular polynomials
in the space of homogeneous degree 3 polynomials in {x1, x2, . . . , xn−1}.
Proposition 3.7. The polynomials Rij =
c+1
c
(
x4i + x
2
i x
2
j + x
4
j
)
+
(
x3i + x
2
i xj + xix
2
j + x
3
j
) (∑
k 6=i,j,n xk
)
+(
x2i + x
2
j
) (∑
l 6=i,j,n x
2
l
)
+ (xi + xj)
(∑
a,b6=i,j,n;a 6=b x
2
axb
)
are singular for all i, j ∈ [n− 1].
Remark. Note that Rij can be rewritten as
Rij =
1
c
(
x4i + x
2
ix
2
j + x
4
j
)
+ x2i x
2
j + (xi + xj)
∑
k 6=i,j
x3k.
Proof. We will prove that f = cR12 is singular (the rest are the same by symmetry). Let f
(0) = x41+x
2
1x
2
2+x
4
2
and f (1) = x21x
2
2 + (x1 + x2)
∑
k>2 x
3
k. (We use the form of f
(1) as given in the remark, not the proposition
statement.)
We compute the action of Dyj = ∂xj − cDj where Dj =
∑
k 6=j
1−σ1j
xj−xk
. We have that
DyjcR12 =
(
∂xjf
(0)
)
+ c
(
Djf
(0) + ∂xjf
(1)
)
+ c2
(
Djf
(1)
)
,
so we are interested in the action upon each degree (when it is viewed as a polynomial in c with coefficients
in the ring k[x1, x2, . . . , xn]). Computing the action of Dy1 , we have
∂x1f
(0) = 0,
∑
k 6=1
1− σ1k
x1 − xk
f (0) = x21x2 + x1x
2
2 +
n∑
k=1
x3k,
∂x1f
(1) =
∑
k>2
x3k,
∑
k 6=1
1− σ1k
x1 − xk
f (1) =
∑
k>2

x22(x1 + xk) + x31 + x21xk + x1x2k + x3k + x32 + x2 (x21 + x1xk + x2k)+ ∑
j∈[n]
x3j

 .
From this, we note that (still viewing Dy1cR12 as a polynomial in c with coefficients in k[x1, . . . , xn]) the
constant term is 0. The coefficient of c is then x31+x
2
1x2+x1x
2
2+x
3
2. As for the coefficient of c
2, we sum and
using the fact that xn = x1 + · · ·+ xn−1, we ultimately obtain 0. Hence Dy1R12 = x
3
1 + x
2
1x2 + x1x
2
2 + x
3
2.
Note that the action of Dy2 is identical to the action of Dy1 by symmetry, so it suffices to compute the
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action of Dy3 (since all other j > 2 are analogous). Then
∂x3f
(0) = 0,∑
j 6=3
1− σ3j
x3 − xj
f (0) = x31 + x
2
1x2 + x1x
2
2 + x
3
2 + (x1 + x2)x
2
3,
∂x3f
(1) = (x1 + x2)x
2
3,
∑
j 6=3
1− σ3j
x3 − xj
f (1) =
∑
j 6=3
1− σ3j
x3 − xj

x41 + x31x2 + x21x22 + x1x32 + x42 + (x1 + x2) ∑
j∈[n]
x3j

 ,
=
1− σ13
x3 − x1
(
x41 + x
3
1x2 + x
2
1x
2
2 + x1x
3
2 + x
4
2
)
+
1− σ23
x3 − x2
(
x41 + x
3
1x2 + x
2
1x
2
2 + x1x
3
2 + x
4
2
)
= 0.
Via the discussion above, we again see that the constant term in Dy3cR12 is 0. The coefficient of c is
x31 + x
2
1x2 + x1x
2
2 + x
3
2, and the coefficient of c
2 is 0. Thus Dyk = x
3
1 + x
2
1x2 + x1x
2
2 + x
3
2 for all k ∈ [n], and
hence all Dunkl operators Dyi−yj send all Rkl to 0.
Proposition 3.8. The singular polynomials Rij in degree 4 are linearly independent for i, j < n.
Proof. Consider some linear combination of the Rij and consider the lowest gradation by powers of c. This
is comprised of the x4i + x
2
ix
2
j + x
4
j terms. But the x
2
i x
2
j part is unique to each Rij , hence they are linearly
independent.
Proposition 3.9. The dimension of L1,c[4] is
(
n+2
4
)
−
(
n−1
2
)
.
Proof. This is equivalent to the claim that no more singular polynomials exist in M1,c[4]. After the sub-
stitution for xn, consider such a polynomial f . Then αijf
(0) = 0, so no terms of the form x3i xj exist in
f (0). Now subtract copies of cRij to remove the terms of the form x
2
i x
2
j , so that without loss of generality
f (0) = x41 + x
4
2 + · · ·+ x
4
C . Then α1nf
(1) + β1nf
(0) = 0, or
0 = ∂x1f
(1) + (1 + C)

x32 + · · ·+ x3n−1 + ∑
i,j<n
x2i xj

+ (x31 + · · ·+ x3n−1)
+x21(x1+ · · ·+xC)+x1(x1+ · · ·+xC)
2+(x1+ · · ·+xn−1)
2(x1+ · · ·+xC)+(x1+ · · ·+xn−1)(x1+ · · ·+xC)
2.
However, regardless of the parity of C, there must remain an x31 term, which is impossible to produce in
∂x1f
(1). Since by assumption f (0) 6= 0, we have the result.
Corollary 3.9.1. We have Q4 = n− 1.
Proposition 3.10. The dimension of L1,c[5] is
(
n+3
5
)
− (n− 1)
(
n−1
2
)
.
Proof. Expand and look at the coefficient of z5 in hL1,c(z) using the form from [BC13]. It turns out to be(
n−1
5
)
+ (n− 1)
(
n−1
3
)
+ (n− 1)2, which is equivalent to that expression.
Remark. This means that the only polynomials in degree kerB[5] are linear combinations of xℓRij for
i, j, ℓ < n and i 6= j.
The key theorem we will now introduce allows us to answer the question of whether a specific polynomial
is in kerB for all odd n.
Theorem 3.11. Let f be a (homogeneous) polynomial in k variables (for simplicity, say x1, x2, . . . , xk).
Define G = deg f and S to be the maximal exponent of any of the variables. Then f ∈ kerB in any
M1,c(Sn, h) iff f ∈ kerB in any M1,c(Sn, h) for all n ≤ S + k +G− 2.
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Proof. We work in the ring of polynomials in infinite number of variables k[x1, x2, . . . ] and consider the
subring k[x1, x2, . . . , xn]. Denote by D
(n)
yi the Dunkl operator associated with H1,c(h, Sn); i.e., D
(n)
yi =
∂xi − c
∑
j 6=i, j≤n
1−σij
xi−xj
. We also denote by e
(n)
s =
∑n
j=1 x
s
j and e
(n)
0 = 1.
It is easy to see that if i > k then D
(n)
yi f = σi,k+1D
(k+1)
yk+1 f hence for i > k, the value of Dyif does not
depend on n. But the result starts to depend on a new variable, namely xi.
Now suppose i ≤ k Computing,
D(n)yi f = ∂xif − c
∑
j 6=i, j≤k
1− σij
xi − xj
f − c
∑
k<j≤n
1− σij
xi − xj
f = F (x1, . . . , xk)− c
∑
k<j≤n
1− σij
xi − xj
f,
where F (x1, . . . , xk) is a polynomial which depends only on x1, x2, . . . , xk. Now write f =
∑
ℓ fℓx
ℓ
i , grading
f by degree in xi. Crucially, each fℓ ∈ k[x1, x2, . . . , xk]. Then
D(n)yi f = F − c
∑
k<j≤n
∑
ℓ
fℓ
(
xℓ−1i + x
ℓ−2
i xj + · · ·+ x
ℓ−1
j
)
= F − c
∑
ℓ
fℓ
(
xℓ−1i (n− k) + x
ℓ−2
i
(
e
(n)
1 − e
(k)
1
)
+ xℓ−3i
(
e
(n)
2 − e
(k)
2
)
+ · · ·+
(
e
(n)
ℓ−1 − e
(k)
ℓ−1
))
.
Since n− k = 1− k in k, that term does not depend on n, and thus we can write
D(n)yi f =
degxi (f)−1∑
s=0
Fs(x1, . . . , xk)e
(n)
s ,
where degxi(f) is the degree of f as a polynomial in xi and each Fs(x1, . . . , xk) ∈ k[x1, x2, . . . , xk] (recall
that c ∈ k).
Now let us examine the action of Dunkl operators Dyj on each term Fs(x1, . . . , xk)e
(n)
s . Note that
D(n)yj
(
Fse
(n)
s
)
= D(n)yj (F )e
(n)
s + F∂xi
(
e(n)s
)
.
If j ≤ k, then D
(n)
yj
(
Fse
(n)
s
)
=
∑
s,t Fs,t(x1, . . . , xk)e
(n)
s e
(n)
t . If j > k, then it depends on xj in an asymmetric
way, and thus D
(n)
yj
(
Fse
(n)
s
)
=
∑
s,t Fs,t(x1, x2, . . . , xk, xj)e
(n)
s e
(n)
t . So we can prove the following lemma by
induction:
Lemma 3.12. If f ∈ k[x1, . . . , xk], then up to an action of w ∈ Sn−k(i.e. up to permuting the rest of the
variables) Dyjr . . . Dyj1f can be expressed as:
w ◦Dyjr · · ·Dyj1 f =
∑
sj<S
Fs1,...,sr (x1, . . . , xk+r)e
(n)
s1
· · · e(n)sr ,
where S = max(degxi(f)) and max(degxi Fs1,...,sr ) ≤ max(degxi(f)).
Proof. Note that the polynomial in the lemma is not homogeneous in es, since e0 = 1.
We will prove by induction on r. For r = 1 this follows from the previous discusssion. Suppose we know
this for r − 1. Consider Dyjr · · ·Dyj1 f . We know that
w ◦Dyjr−1 · · ·Dyj1f =
∑
sj<S
Fs1,...,sr−1(x1, . . . , xk+r−1)e
(n)
s1
· · · e(n)sr−1 .
We can write:
w ◦DyjrDyjr−1 · · ·Dyj1f =Dyw(jr) ◦ w ◦Dyjr−1 · · ·Dyj1f,
=
∑
sj<S
Dyw(jr) [Fs1,...,sr−1(x1, . . . , xk+r−1)]e
(n)
s1
· · · e(n)sr−1
+
∑
sj<S
[Fs1,...,sr−1(x1, . . . , xk+r−1)]∂w(jr)[e
(n)
s1
· · · e(n)sr−1 ].
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We have two cases. First w(jr) > k + r − 1. Then by the discussion before the lemma, the first sum
consists of polynomials in variables x1, . . . , xk+r−1, xw(jr) and the number of symmetric polynomials does not
grow, the second sum consists of polynomials in the same number of variables, but the number of symmetric
polynomials drops by one. So after acting by σk+r,w(jr) we obtain the formula we need. Since no new es
arise it follows that the bound by S still holds in this case. Also since action of Dunkl operators does not
increase the maximal degree in the single variable the second assertion also works.
The second case is w(jr) ≤ k + r − 1. In this case the first part of the sum does not depend on any
new variables, but we get one new symmetric polynomial in the product. Its index is bounded by maximal
degree of Fs1,...,sr−1 in single variable minus 1, so bounded by S. The second sum consists of polynomials
depending on the same set of variables, but with one symmetric polynomial erased. So we again obtain the
polynomial of the same form. Hence the Lemma holds.
Now the statement that f ∈ kerB will follow from the fact that by acting by any number of Dunkl
operators D
(n)
ya−yb
on f , we obtain 0. In particular, when k has characteristic 2, kerB[3] consists of only the
0 polynomial after the substitution xn = x1 + · · ·+ xn−1. We know that the Dunkl operators have a basis
D
(n)
y1−yu
for u = 2, 3, . . . , n. Thus it suffices to check that all sequences u1, u2, . . . , uG−3 ∈ {2, 3, . . . , n} satisfy
D
(n)
y1−yuG−3
D
(n)
y1−yuG−4
· · ·D
(n)
y1−yu1
f = 0 (after performing the substitution xn = x1 + · · ·+ xn−1). Using the
lemma it follows that
w ◦D
(n)
y1−yuG−3
D
(n)
y1−yuG−4
· · ·D
(n)
y1−yu1
f =
∑
si≤S
Fs1,s2,...,sG−3(x1, . . . , xk, xk+1, . . . , xk+G−3)e
(n)
s1
· · · e(n)sG−3 .
Note that since we work over characteristic 2 and we factored out e1 it follows that we have only esi with si
- odd and not 1. We can rewrite this as∑
si≤S
F˜s1,...,sG−3(x1, . . . , xk+G−3)e˜
(n)
s1
· · · e˜(n)sG−3 ,
where e˜
(n)
s =
∑n
t=k+G−2 x
n
t (remember that each st < S). Note that the e˜
(n)
st are algebraically independent
when n−k−G+3 ≥ S− 1, and thus for n ≥ k+G+S− 2, if the value is 0, then by algebraic independence
all the F˜ are zero, and thus the value is 0 for all n satisfying n ≥ k +G+ S − 3. Hence it suffices to check
all combinations of Dunkl operators for all n satisfying n < k +G+ S − 3 and at least one of the values of
n for n ≥ k + g + S − 3; if it is zero on all of those cases, then f ∈ kerB for all n.
This theorem thus easily shows the following polynomials are in kerB.
Proposition 3.13. • The polynomials x6i ∈ kerB.
• The polynomials x5i x
2
jx
2
k ∈ kerB.
• The polynomials x4i x
4
j ∈ kerB.
• The polynomials x3i x
3
jx
3
k ∈ kerB.
• The polynomials x2i x
2
jx
2
kx
2
ℓ ∈ kerB.
Proof. The proof is exhausting all cases using a computer, as outlined in Theorem 3.11.
However, its use is not limited to showing that a polynomial is in kerB. The method of proof of the
theorem can also show that a polynomial is not in kerB.
Proposition 3.14. The polynomial x51x2 6∈ kerB.
Proof. We show that Dy1−y2Dy1−y2Dy1−y2x
5
1x2 = c
(
x1x
2
2 + x
3
2
)
. Adopting the proof of Theorem 3.11, for all
n, Dy1−y2Dy1−y2Dy1−y2x
5
1x2 will be a polynomial in e˜
(n)
0 , e˜
(n)
1 , e˜
(n)
3 , where e˜
(n)
s =
∑n
j=3 x
s
j , with coefficients
from k[x1, x2]. By algebraic independence and by the fact that the Dunkl operators do not depend on n,
if the result is the same up to n = 5 + 2 + 6 − 2 = 11, then the coefficients are always the same for any n.
Checking the action of (Dy1−y2)
3 (x51x2) for n = 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 (with a computer, for example) shows that it
always holds.
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Corollary 3.14.1. We have Q6 ≥ 1.
Proof. Check the coefficient of z6 in the Hilbert series for L1,c using the form from [BC13], noting that
dimL0,c[6] ≥ 1.
Corollary 3.14.2. We have dimL1,c[n+ 5] ≥ 1.
Proof. Expand the Hilbert series for L1,c and check the coefficient of z6.
Proposition 3.15. We have the equality dimL1,c[n+ 5] = 1.
Proof. From Theorem 3.11, it is easy to check that x31x
3
2x
2
3 + c
(
x32x
5
3 + x1x
2
2x
5
3
)
∈ kerB. Multiplying this
polynomial by x1 yields x
4
1x
3
2x
2
3 + c
(
x1x
3
2x
5
3 + x
2
1x
2
2x
5
3
)
∈ kerB. Noting that x21x
2
2x
5
3 ∈ kerB, we obtain that
x41x
3
2x
2
3 + cx1x
3
2x
5
3 ∈ kerB. If either monomial were in kerB, then combined with Proposition 3.13, every
monomial of degree n+5 would be contained in kerB, hence dimL1,c[n+5] ≤ 1. But since dimL1,c[n+5] ≥ 1
by Corollary 3.14.2, equality is achieved.
Corollary 3.15.1. We have that Q6 = 1.
We will denote by (s1, s2, . . . ), a monomial whose (nonzero) exponents (of its distinct variables) are
s1, s2, . . . for s1 ≥ s2 ≥ . . . and all variables are xi for i < n (we may simply substitute xn = x1+ · · ·+xn−1).
Proposition 3.16. For n ≥ 5, dimL1,c[n+ 7] = 0.
Proof. We proceed by Pigeonhole principle on the exponents of any monomial and use Proposition 3.13 to
show that such a monomial is contained in kerB. If the highest degree in a single variable is at least 6, then
by x6i ∈ kerB, it is in kerB. If its highest degree in a single variable is 5, then by the Pigeonhole principle it
is either (5, 5, . . . ) or (5, 4, . . . ) or (5, 3, 3, . . . ) or (5, 3, 2, . . . ) or (5, 2, 2, 2, . . . ), all of which can be formed via
Proposition 3.13. If its highest degree in a single variable is 4, then it is either (4, 4, . . . ) or (4, 3, 3, . . . ) or
(4, 3, 2, 2, . . . ) or (4, 2, 2, 2, . . . ). If its highest degree in a single variable is 3, then it must have at least three
other variables with exponent at least 2. If its highest degree in a single variable is 2, then there must be at
least 4 distinct variables with exponent 2. Hence every possible monomial is contained in kerB[n+ 7].
Corollary 3.16.1. We have that Q8 = 0.
Putting these together, we find the Hilbert series for L1,c for n ≥ 5. For n = 1, there is not much to say
(and the formula does not apply), and for n = 3, a quick Sage computation shows that the Hilbert series
matches the same form.
Theorem 3.17. The Hilbert series for L1,c over a field with characteristic 2 is
hL1,c(z) =
(
1 + z2
)
(1 + z)n−1
(
1 + (n− 2)z2 + z4
)
,
or alternatively,
hL1,c(z) = (1 + z)
n−1
(
1 + (n− 1)z2 + (n− 1)z4 + z6
)
.
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